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Vonna-Michell’s live performances are extended through installations that combine sound, image, and objects to allow visitors to guide their own alternate narrations of his chosen subjects. The installations are often sites for the live performance, or for on-demand storytelling via telephone, but they also exist, as here, with recorded sound layered over ambient noise to add complexity to his delivery. His delivery is intense, at times clearly articulated, at times a blur of ecstatic rhythm, producing the effect of an audio collage of representative passages juxtaposed with abstract fields of sound. As the narratives flow, advancing forward, threading back to themselves to repeat, growing expanding and contracting, they mutually interpenetrate and overlap. The installation tells many stories, reclaiming obscure histories, but also artistically intersecting with modern mythmaking about which I hoped would find their place in my own story, the unraveling of the ship between resolution and dissolution of form and content, sound and image, the fugitive quality of the spoken word, in all its multiple narratives that challenge the authority of any single account.